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CONVERSE MEASURABILITY THEOREM FOR
GAUSSIAN PROCESSES
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1. Introduction

Let (0, 'J, P) be a complete probability space and let (0, d) be a com
plete metric space. Let D be a closed interval [a, hJ on the real line RI.
Consider a Gaussian process X(· , .) defined on (O,;), P) and D, and let
t= (th "', t,,), where a=to<t I < ···<tn~b. Let Xt be a random vector (X
(tl> '), "', X(t", .» determined by the given Gaussian process X(',·) and
t, Then X t is a measurable transformation from (0, 'J) into (Rn, t€ (R"»,
where R" is the n-dimensional Euclidean space, and d5 (R") is the a-algebra
of Borel sets in R".

Now we define a probability measure f.l determined by X t on the a-algebra
t€ (R") as follows;

f.l(B)=P(Xt-I(B» for every B in t€(R").
F. Koehler showed that E is a Lebesgue measurable set if and only if

X t -1 (E) is a Wiener measurable set for the Wiener process X (', .)
(unpublished). D. L. Skoug obtained Koehler's result for the Yeh-Wiener
process. For a discussion of the Wiener measure space, the Wiener process,
the Yeh-Wiener measure space and the Yeh-Wiener process see [2J, [3J,
[6J, [7J and [8].

In Section 2 we introduce the basic concepts and well-known results.
In Section 3 we show that if E is a Lebesgue measurable set in Rn, then

Xt-I(E) is in 'J for any Gaussian process (see [Theorem 3-1]). But it is
not known whether X t -1 (E) E;} implies that E is a Lebesgue measurable
set in Rn. In this paper we investigate that under what conditions on the
Gaussian process X(', .) the above statement is true.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we will collect some basic concepts and well-known results
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and describe them in a convenient form for our purposes.

DEFINITION 2. 1. Let P be a probability measure on the Borel a-algebra
&(ll) for a given metric space (ll, d). The probability space (ll, &(ll),
P) is called the probabilistic metric space.

PROPOSITION 2. 2. If A is a Borel set in a probabilistic metric space ll,
then for every e>O, there exists an open subset G of n such that AcG and
P(G-A)<e.

Proof. See [4, Theorem 1. 2, p. 27J.

DEFINiTION 2.3. Let D= [a, b] be a closed interval on RI and a=to<

tI<'···<tn=b, where tj=a+ ~n (b-a) for j=O, 1, 2, "', 2n. Define rp=

{tj.2k:tj'2k=a+ 2~-k (b-a), j=0,1,2, "', 2n- k} for k=O, 1,2,"', n. Then

it is obvious that OncOn-Ic···cOo. By a primary binary interval I(k;
j), we mean an interval of the form I(k;j)=[tCj_v.2k, tj.2kJ.

The following proposition is taken from Cl] without proof.

PROPOSITION 2. 4. Let f be a real valued function defined on 0°. Suppose
that f is such a function that if sand t are the endpoints of some primary
binary interval, then

I f(s) - f(t) I~gh It-s Ir, where h>O, g= ~ (1-2-r) and O<r< ~ .

Then for any pair sand t on 0°, we have
If(s) -f(t) I ~hlt-slr.

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let X(· , .) be a Gaussian process on a probability space
(S, d, v) and an interval D= [a, b] cRI <

If (1) mean E[X(t, .) ] =0 for every t in D.
(2) variance V[X(t, ·)-X(s, ')J~Blt-sIP for every sand tin D,

where B, f3>0 are the given constant numbers, then for every s, t (s~t) in
D,

V {WES: IX(t, w) -X(s, w) I>hlt-sl r}

<l(2B){-lb_aICjP-r)ex {_ h2 }
h tr: p 2B It - si p-2r

where O<r< ~ f3 and h>O.

Proof. See [7, Theorem 21. 2, p.308J.
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3. Converse Measurability Theorem for Gaussian Processes

THEOREM 3. 1. Let (S, d*, J) be a complete probability space and let
X (', .) be a Gaussian process on (S, d*, J) and an interval D= [a, b] cRI.
Define

Jt(E) =Xt-l(E) = {wES : (X(th w), "', X(tm w» EE}
where EcRft, t= (th "', t n) ERft with a=to<t1<···<tn;£b and X t= (X(tl> '),
"', X (tm .» is the n-dimensional random vector. Let gt be the density function
of Xt. Then if E is a Lebesgue measurable set in Rft, then Jt(E) is in d*,
and

)j(Jt(E» = tgt(u) dm(u)

where u= (Ul> ''', un) ER" and m is the Lebesgue measure on R".

Proof. Case 1 : Let B be in the Borel a-algebra £ (Rft) of R". Then
Jt (B) is in d*, because Jt (B) = X t-1 (B) and Xt is a measurable transfor
mation from (S, d*) into (Rft, £ (Rft». Hence we have

v(Jt(B» =v {wES : (X(tl> w), "', X(t.. w» EB}

= Lgt(u) dm(u).

Moreover, if m(B) =0, then
(3.1) v(Jt(B» =0.
Case 2: Let E be any Lebesgue measurable set in Rft. Then E=B UN,

where B is a Borel set in Rft. and N is a subset of a Borel null set No.
But Jt(N) cJt(No) and v(Jt(No»=0 by (3.1). Hence Jt(N) is in d* since
(S, d*, v) is complete. Therefore we have

Jt(E)=Jt(B) UJt(N) is in d* and

V (Jt (E) ) =v(Jt(B» = Lgt(u)dm(u)

=f gt(u)dm(u) =f gt(u)dm(u).
BuN E

This completes the proof of the Theorem.

REMARK. Let (n, £(n), P) be a probabilistic complete metric space
and let (n, ~, P) be the completion of (0, £(n), P). F. Koehler proved
the converse of Theorem 3-1 for the Wiener process, which is called
Koehler's Theorem, and D. L. Skoug [6J proved Koehler's Theorem for
the Yeh-Wiener process. It is not known whether Koehler's Theorem holds
for all Gaussian processes. We will prove this converse theorem for certain
Gaussian processes on (n, ~, P) and D=[a, b]cRl. First of all, we state
it and introduce some definitions and four lemmas which are followed
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immediately by the proof.

THEOREM 3.2. (Koehler's Theorem for Gaussian processess.) Let (0, £

(0), P) be a probabilistic complete metric space with a metric d l • Let (0,
[J, P) be the completion of (0, £(0), P). Assume that X(·, .) is a con
tinuous Gaussian process on 0 and D= [a, b] cRI such that it satisfies the
following conditions;

(1) X (t, .) is continuous on 0 for every t in D.
(2) X (a, w) =0 for every w in O.
(3) dl(wb w2);2;.cd2(X(" WI), X(·, W2» for some c>O, where d2 is the

metric induced by the sup-norm in the function space C(D) of all real valued
continuous functions on D.

(4) mean E(X(t, .» =0 for every t in D, and for every s, t (s~ t) in D,
variance V(X(t, ·)-X(s, ·»;2;.Blt-sltl, where Band /3 are positive constant
numbers. For any EcRn, define

K=Jt(E) = {wEO : (X(tb w), "', X(tm w» EE}.
Then if K is in [J, then E is a Lebesgue measurable set in Rn.

DEFINITIONS 3. 3. Let O<r< ~ min (/3, 1), where /3>0, and let X ( " .)

be a continuous Gaussian process satisfying the conditions (1), (2), (3),
and (4) as in Theorem 3.2. Let Co(D) be the space of all real valued con
tinuous functions x on D= [a, b]cRI with x(a) =0. Let h>O be a given
constant number. Define A h= {xECo(D) : Ix(t) -x(s) I ;2;.h/t-s/ r, Vt, sED}
Ch= {WEn: IX(t, w) -X(s, w) I ;2;.hlt-s/ r, Vt, sED} Bh= {X(·, w) : wECh}
=the collection of sample functions for the Gaussian process X(·, .) as in
Theorem 3.2 for every w in Ch.

REMARK. Note that Bh is contained in A h for every h>O by the con
tinuity of X(·, w) on D for all wEO. It is well known that A h is sequen
tiallY compact with respect to the uniform topology of Co(D) [I].

LEMMA 3.4. The subset Ch of 0 is sequentially compact in a complete
metric space (0, dl ).

Proof. First of all, let us show that Ch is closed with respect to the
metric topology of (0, d l ). Let {wn } be a sequence in Ch which converges
to W in O. By the continuity of X(t, .), tED, and the fact that Wn is
in Ch, n=l, 2, 3, "', we have

(3.2) IX(t, w) -X($., w)1 ~ /X(t, w) -X(t, wn ) 1+ /X(t, wn ) -X(s, wn ) I
+ IX(s, wn) -X(s, w) I

<~ +hlt-s/ r+ ~ =hlt-s/r+e
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for sufficiently large n, and for every t and s in D. Since 0$>0 is arbitrarily
small, from (3. 2) we have

IX(t, w) -X(s, w) I :S:hlt-sl r for every t and s in D. Hence wECh, and
so Ch is closed.

Now let us prove that Ch is sequentially compact with respect to the
metric topology of (0, d]). Let {wIll be a sequence in Ch. Then {X(·, w,,)}
C Bh C Ah• Hence {X( " w,,)} has a convergent subsequence {X ( ., W"') }
since Ah is sequentially compact. Thus {X ( " W",)} is a Cauchy sequence
in A h• On the other hand, the inequality

d1(w"" w,,)~c d2(X(·, w,,),X(·, w,,))
for some c>O, implies that {w",} is a Cauchy sequence in (0, d]).

By the completeness of (0, d]), there exists a point w in ° such that
d] (W"" w)-.O as i-.oo. But {w"J is a sequence in Ch and Ch is closed.
Hence W is in Ch. Thus every sequence in Ch has a convergent subsequence,
and hence Ch is sequentially compact.

LEMMA 3. 5. Let X ( " .) be a continuous Gaussian process on a complete
probability space (n, 'J, P) and D= [a, bJ c R\ which satisfies the following
conditions;

(1) mean E[X(t, ·)J=O for every t in D.
(2) variance V[X(t, ·)-X(s, ·)J~Blt-slll for every t and sin D,

where Band f3 are the given Positive constant real numbers. Let O<r< ~ min

(f3, 1), where f3>0. Then we have
4

Ch is in ;], and P(Ch)> 1-d·h-~-2r for all h?;'ho,

where ho is some positive real number, and
2

d=2(b-a)2[ (1-2-r)2(f3-2r)e]-{J-~r
16B

Proof. Since we have shown that Ch is closed in the proof of Lemma
3.4, it is clear that Ch is in;]. Now let us prove the second part of the
lemma. Subdivide the interval [a, b] into the binary intervals I(k; j) =

[pkU-1), pkU)J, where

pkU) =a+ (b-a) ~k and j=1, 2, ' .., 2k, k=O, 1, 2, ....

Define Jh (k, j) and S h as follows;

Jh(k,j) = {WEn: IX(pkU), w) -X(pk(j-1), w) I> h(1-;2-
r
)

[pkU) -pku-nJr}
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00 2'

Sh= U UJh(k,j) ,
1=0 j=l

To show that il-Ch=ChcCSh, assume that wEChc. Then there exist some
points sand t in D= [a, b] such that

(3.3) IX(t, w)-X(s, w)l>hlt-sl r.

Since the set {pk(j) :pkU) =a+ (b-a) ~k' j=O, 1, "', 2k, k=O, 1, ...} is

dense in [a, b], we can choose k,j, ko and jo such that two points pk(j)
and pkoUo) are so close to t and s, respectively, that

(3.4) IX(pk(j) , w) -X(pkO(jo), w) I>hlpk(j) _pko(jo) Ir.

It is possible to induce (3.4) from (3. 3) because of the continuity of
X ( " w) for every w in il. Let n be a positive integer such that n~max
(k, ko). Then the points pk(j) and pko(jo) are contained in the set no= {pn
(0), "', pn(2n)}. It follows from Proposition 2-4 that

IX(t, w) -X(s, w) I~ h (1-
2
2-

r
) It-sIr

is false for some points t and s which are the endpoitnts of a primary binary
interval. Hence t=pk1 (jl-1) and s=pk1 (ji) for some kl~n. Thus w is in
Jh(kb jl) and hence w is in Sh. This shows that Chc is contained in Sh.
But this means that

(3.5)

_ h2(1-2- r )2
where H- 8B(b-a)fJ 2r

From (3.5) and (3.8), we obtain

00 2'

P(Chc) ~P(Sh) ~L; L; P(Jh(k,j».
1=0 j=l

On the other hand, by Proposition 2-5 we have

(3.6) P(Jh(k,j» < h(1-=2 r) [~J}(b-a){-r

{
h2(1-2-r)2 }

. exp 8B Ipk(j) _pk(j -1) Ij9 2r

Take a positive number ho such that

. 2 [ 2B ]f (b ) {-r < 1
ho(1-2 r) re -a =.

Then for all h~ho, we have from (3.6)

(3.7) P(Jh(k,j» <exp { 8Blpk(~~~~~;~I) 1j9-2r}

But, since pk (j) - pk(j -1) = b2
k
a, we have from (3. 7)

(3.8) P (Jh (k j» <exp { h
2
(1-2-

r
)2 • 2kCj9 - 2r)}

, 8B(b-a)fJ 2r

=exp{-H·4k.l}

and A /3-2r
2
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=
=L; 2-k4k exp (-H4k~) for all h~ho.

i=O

But we can easily show the fact that feu) =u exp( -Hu~), uERl, has
1 1

the maximum value (HAe) -T at u= (HA) -T. Hence we obtain from (3.9)
00 1 1 4

P(Sh) <L;2-k(HAe) -T=2(HAe) T =d.h- ~-2r
i=O

where d=2(b-a)2[ (I -2-r )2(f3-2r)e ]-~:2r
16B

4 _ 4

Therefore P(Chc)<d·h-~-2r for all h~ho, and hence P(Ch»l-d.h ~-2r

for all h~ ho•

=
COROLLARY. p( U Ch) =1, where C" is as in Definition 3.3.

n=l

LEMMA 3.6. Let E be any subset of R" and let
K={wEn: (X(tl,w),···,X(tmw»EE} be as in Theorem 3.2.

Let G be any open set in n which contains K. Let h>O be arbitrarily given.
Then there exists an open set U in Rn such that Ee U and

{wE n : WEC" and (X(tI> w), ... , X(tm w» E U} eG.

Proof. Case 1 : Assume that E consists of a single point, say E= {P},
where P= (Ph ..., Pn) ER". Suppose that the conclusion of the lemma is
false. Then there exists a sequence {Wk' k=l, 2, 3, ...} in Ch-G such that
Hm X (tj, Wk) =Pj where j=1,2, ···n. By Lemma 3.4, Ch is sequentially
i_M

compact, and hence there exists a subsequence {WkJ in Ch such that Wkj-W
as i-oo for some w in Ch. Then pj=Hm X(tj, Wk) =X(tj, w), where j=.-=
1, ..., n. Thus (X(tI> w), ... , X(tm w» = (PI> ... , Pn) =PEE and hence w is
in K. But since wk. is in GC and GC is closed, Hm wk;=w is in Gc. This

i-oo

is contrary to KeG. Therefore the lemma is established when E is a
singleton set.

Case 2 (General case): Let E be an arbitrary set in R". Using Case 1
we see that for each point P in E there exists an open set Up in Rn which
contains P such that

{wEn: WECh and (X(tI>w), ···,X(tmw»EUp} eG.
Let U= U Up. Then U is an open set in Rn containing E such that

FeE

{wEn: wECh and (X(tI> w), , X(tm w» E U}
e U {wEn: wECh and (X(t l, w), , X(tm w» E Up} eG.

FeE
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REMARK. Given a Gaussian process X(·, .) on.a probability space (S,
d, v) and D= [a, b] CRI. Consider a random vector X t = (X(tb .), "', X
(tm • )), where t= (tb "', tn) and a-.to<~l<···<tn=b. Define a set function
fl on the Borel l1-algebra d:?(Rn) of Rn as follows;

fl(B) =V(Xt-1 (B).) for every B ind:?(Rn).
Then fl isa probability measure ontZ(Rn) and it is well known that. fl is
extended to a'measure ~hich is defined 'on the Lebesgue measurable sets in
Rn. From now on," we define that /1.* means the' ciuter measure induced by
fl and fl* means the inner measuIe induced by fl.

LEMMA 3.7. Let E be any subset of Rn and let (n,;}, P) and Jt(E) =K
be as in Theorem 3"':2. If' K is in ,iJ, thenfl* (E) =P(K). '

Proof. Let E be a Lebesgue measurable set such that ECE and fl(E}
fl*(E). Let K=Jt(E). Then K is in iJ. by Theorem 3.1, since E is a Le
besgue measurable set, and KeK. This implies

(3.10) P(K) ~P(K) fleE) . fl*(E).
Now it suffices to show that fl*(J!;) ~P(I\)~ 'Let c:>O .be arbitrarily given.
We will show that fl*(E)<P(K)+e, Sihce K isin ;}, there exists a Borel
set Ko in n' and a subset No of AT such that peN) . 0 and K=J(o tJ No.
Let Go=KoUN. Then KcGd and' Go is a :SoreI' set' iri ..0. Hence we have

(3.11) P(K)=P(KoU No)=P(Ko)=P(K~UN)=P(Go).
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.5, we' can choose a positive number h

so large that p(C"e) <'~~. ' So we have

(3.12) P(GoUC"e) ::;;;'P(Go) +P(C"c) <P(K) + ~.

Since Go UC"e is a Borel set, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that there
exists an open set Cl containing G~ UCke su~h that .

(3.13) 'P(GI-(Gouc"e)<~.

Thus we have

(3.14) P(GI)<P (Go UC"e) + ~

by (3.13) ~nd hence' p(GI)<P(K)+e with,the help of (3.l2).,
Since GI=>GOUc"e-:!:J Go=>K, 'it follows from Lemma 3.6 that there exists

an open set U in Rn such that Ec U and C" nGcG1 where
G={wEn: (X(tbw), .", (X(tn,W))EU}.

Since U is open in Rn, .'U is a Lebesgue measura:bIe set. Thus G is in iJ
by Theorem 3.1.' From the facts that GnC"cG\ and 'GnC"ecC"ccGoU
C"ecGb we have also G= (G n C,,) U(G 0C,,'c)cG1• Now we come to a con-
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f.!*(E) ~f.!(U)=P(G) ~P(Gl)<P(K)+c.
This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 3. 2. Jt (E) = K is in ;;; implies that Kc = Pt (E) } c=
J t (Ec) is in;;;. By Lemma 3. 7, we have P (Kc) = f.!* (Ec). Hence we have
the following result;

(3.15) I=P(D.) =P(K) +P(Kc) =f.!*(E) +f.!*(Ec).
On the other hand, by [5,24 Corollary, p.275J we have
(3. 16) 1= f.! (Rn) = f.!* (E) +f.!* (Ec).
From (3. 15) and (3. 16), we obtain f.!* (E) = f.!* (E). By observing f.! (N)

=m(N) for every Borel null set N on Rn, it can be shown that {EeRn:
!l* (E) = f.!* (E)} = {Ee Rn : E is Lebesgue measurable}. Hence E is Lebesgue
measurable. Thus the proof of Theorem 3. 2 is complete.
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